
 

SCANGRIP TOWER
COMPACT CONNECT
Floodlight with two lamp
heads providing 2500
lumen with tripod
Brand:Scangrip
Code: C9629

$300.72 +GST $345.83 incl. GST

Description

Compact floodlight with tripod

The new TOWER COMPACT CONNECT is the right choice if you want a powerful, compact, and multifunctional floodlight
with a lightweight tripod. This is the ideal work lamp for the craftsman who often changes workplace and needs to set up
quickly and easily move on to the next job. The sturdy, slim design, and low weight of only 2.7 kg makes it tailored to
bring around in the back of the car and convenient to carry around from one job to the other.

The tripod is extendable from 0.9 m to 2 m and offers complete flexibility to position the work light into the required
height. Featuring a QUICK RELEASE function makes it fast to set up the tripod in only a few seconds and fold again when
the job is done. In folded position, it is very compact and designed for one-hand transport.

TOWER COMPACT CONNECT is compatible with METABO / CAS battery system 18 V and all other 18 V/20 V battery packs
from leading power tool brands by using the SCANGRIP CONNECTOR. In addition, the SCANGRIP POWER SUPPLY can be
used for direct power providing unlimited availability to light.

Powerful illumination with maximum flexibility

The floodlight provides extremely high level of lumen output, up to as much as 2500 lumen, and can be positioned
directly on the tripod without any bracket or extra devices. This means that it can be dismounted as easily and positioned
directly on the surface using the battery base as stand or positioned by the built-in hook.

Featuring 360 flexible and turnable lamp heads TOWER COMPACT CONNECT provides powerful illumination from any
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lighting angle you need for the job. Both lamp heads have dual axis rotation which means that the lamp heads can be
rotated in all directions independent of each other providing completely flexible positioning of the light source. This
provides perfect lighting condition for painting and installation work, for instance.

Does not include battery.

Why you should choose TOWER COMPACT CONNECT?

Extremely high level of lumen output, up to 2500 lumen
Powerful, compact, and multifunctional floodlight
Sturdy, slim design, and low weight of only 2.7 kg
Extendable tripod from 0.9 m to 2 m
QUICK RELEASE function makes it fast to set up the tripod
Featuring 360 flexible and turnable lamp heads
Compatible with METABO / CAS and all other 18 V/20 V battery packs

The design of the TOWER COMPACT CONNECT is unique and covered by EU design patent RCD No 230313.

Specifications

Weight 2.74kg

Length 956.00mm

Width 78.00mm

Height 91.00mm

Lumens 2500

Beam Angle Main 180

Power source SCANGRIP CONNECT
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